
 

 Weaving the Literacy Blanket: Caring Adults Pass on the Legacy of Literacy    Continuum for Early Literacy  
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Adult is purposeful about providing daily book experiences that are focussed on 

child-focussed, nurturing, language-rich interactions.  

Adults make book time playful, stimulating and feel safe and cozy. Content is child 

friendly and matches cognitive skill level.  Book time mean “following child’s lead” 

vs. word-by-word reading of the text. The child’s enjoyment is the most important 

factor. 

 Adult takes every opportunity to connect content with child’s own experiences. 

 

Adults understand that “Book Time” mean “following child’s lead” vs. word-by-word reading of the text. 

The child’s enjoyment is the most important factor. The books that are presented match the interest and 

understandings the child has shown. 

Adults  make time for “Book Time” as part of  the  daily routine.  The space is comfortable and feels 

relaxed. 

Adults create a place for books.  Young readers know if they want  a favourite book it will be easy to 

locate. 

 
Adult point out a letter-(the first letter in their name) and tell them how special this letter is.   Adults 

gently present the concept that the word carries the meaning and the picture supports the story. 

Adult points out “really useful” words through a fun story.  Adults point to sentences and often make a 

big deal of the child’s name and the letter it starts with. Rhyme, rhythm, and predictable patterns help 

make predictions. 

Adults provide reading and writing experiences that are  playful, joyful, interactive  and focus on 

interests of the child. Re-telling stories is fun. 

 

Adult shows the cover and gives the child the name of the book.              

   Adult models reading the pictures and give attention to pictures or content that is 

familiar to the child.   

Adults use lots of expression and celebrate “reading-like behaviour.         

Adult never miss an opportunity to let child comment on picture and then keeps 

the conversation going with lots of “turns”.         

Adult might casually point out a letter-(the first letter in their name) and tell them 

how special this letter is. 

 Adults use established favourite stories so that familiar vocabulary can be 

presented over and over. Adults know child’s unique interests such as tractors or 

animals and makes sure those books are right at child’s reach. 

Adult uses fun and familiar voices so that child begins to relate Squiggly lines 

representing “talking” and real objects. (Non-fiction) 

Adult will use a simple story to soothe or reassure a child. Flyers, catalogues, cereal 

boxes are celebrated as reading material. 

 

Adults take the opportunity to show how useful words and signs are because they  help remind us of 

things we need to do or remember to do. 

Adults share information about invitations, menus, road signs, cereal boxes. 

Adult takes every opportunity to connect content  of books with child’s own experiences and unique 

interests.  

Adult find conceptual themes (shapes, opposites) that are just right for the child. 

Adults co-create learning literacy stories by writing captions for phots of play or learning activities. 
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